GlobalHealth Lab
Welcome back!
Spring 2013

Anjali Sastry
and colleagues
Plan for today

• your work makes a difference: host reflections on past experience
• finalization checklist
• debriefing!
Plan for today

• Five minutes in teams to finalize preparation for your 5-minute briefing:
  – *Categorize*: What was your project about? (Use our business school language when describing the photo!)
  – *Surprise*: What surprised you in the field?
  – *Wise*: What is something you are really glad you did, either before you left or else while you were on site?

• Coming up:
  – Great guests next week (room change)
  – Mentor meetings to finalize plans
  – **WedUps** are required!
3 team questions, 7 minutes

Categorize
What type of problem(s) were at the heart of your project? Use terms that define the kinds of work MBAs typically do—think of how you’d explain in a management consulting interview.

Surprise
What was the most unexpected part of your entire experience? [could be something pleasant—or not so much]

Wise, or wish you did/glad you did
What did you most wish you had with you, or had prepared or done beforehand? Alternatively: what one thing were you were most grateful that you did have with you or what work were you most glad that you had already done to prepare?